
Scoobless 4th Post + Criticism and Planning 

 

Scoobless begins his post by saying this, 

“"If I had objections"? like we're all supposed to know the entire history of every character before 

the draft? This is a low herald tourney, you drafted the low herald, Starheart powered version of 

Jade. Just because she has a handful issues at the end of her 30 year (or so) career doesn't make that 

the drafted version, especially if those showings are high herald. That's just common sense. 

 

It's your job to show that a proven weakness (in this instance Jade + Wood) has changed, not mine 

to prove it still exists when there's nothing to say it doesn't.” 

Scoobless is correct when he talks about it being up to Abhi to prove that she has no weakness to 

Wood. He also talks about Abhi having drafted the Low Herald version of the Starheart and not the 

High Herald/Trans Tier version. 

Scoobless adds by saying that here is Jades weakness. And says try and disprove it if you can. 

Scoobless then shows scans of Jade being affected by Wood. So now we have solid proof of this 

now, and we are yet to have an argument from the opposite side on Jade not being weakened by 

Wood. Scoobless finishes this section by saying that Daredevil hasn’t been shot in a while so does 

that make him bullet proof? 

Scoobless on the subject of Keeper and Starhawk says that Starhawk was at most a minor distraction 

for the Keeper and nowhere near a stalemate (something which I agree with). 

Scoobless starts this next section by saying that Starhawk has scans galore of him flying in a straight 

line, Scoobless says that when flying through Space he already knew that he could move extremely 

fast. Scoobless says to Abhi try to find scans of Starhawk performing complex tasks at high speeds or 

punching someone a ridiculous amount of times a second.  

Scoobless then shows Jay Garrick performing a many extremely fast speed feats, such as catching 

glass shards so they don’t land on people at super speed. Fixing objects at super speed, punching 

people at super speed. And speeding off and finding a device and the heroes looking at him were still 

looking in the same direction.  

Scoobless then finishes this section by saying this, 

“Performing complex spells in a fraction of a fraction of a second, avoiding your clumsy, slower than 

slow attacks, negating your phasing, employing your weaknesses, keeping you off balance and on 

the defensive.  

While you are praying your overrated shields hold up against attacks that can level high heralds and 

tear apart fear gods when struck once, now multiply that a thousand times, then a thousand more. 

Before you even finish the thought to consider attempting to "drain my magic" you're already 

beaten (a feat which, according to your starheart scan, seems to take a lot of effort and 

concentration, isn't instantaneous and requires protection from outside interference.... not to 

mention a target that isn't whipping around at crazy speeds while invisible) 

 

Also, Jay "running out of steam" and not keeping up with Wally Flash is an issue that is negated by 

his massively amped Asgardian endurance.” 

Scoobless here is basically reiterating his tactics in this battle.  



 

Scoobless discusses the next sections by saying that Amora freezing Vision is proof she can subdue 

phasers without much effort, and then the next part he simply says “Starhawk has never been 

precognitive... just.... ok *sigh*”. 

Scoobless starts this section by saying this, 

SH: "I'm Starhawk I know everything that is going to happen and can move at the speed of light 

whenever I please" 

Kid: "So what will you do with those powers?" 

SH: "Today I think I'll go get my sh!t stomped by Ghost Rider, almost die and put myself out of 

commission for a while!" 

Kid: "Wow... are you retarded or something?" 

SH: " Why yes I am small child, retarded to the max!" 

Scoobless then shows scans of Starhawk getting badly defeated by Ghost Rider, and I think that is 

what Scoobless is referring to by his dialogue. He is saying that if Starhawk supposedly knew what 

was going to happen then he wouldn’t have been defeated by Ghost Rider in the first place. 

Scoobless also adds that it seems like Starhawk doesn’t stand up well to mystical energy. 

Scoobless says on his next section begins by him laughing at Abhi’s crystal ball trick. Scoobless says 

that clearly Dazzler fired a laser which distracted Amora, and that the bright light part is just a 

misunderstanding of what happened in the story. He finishes this subject by saying he won’t have 

enough time to use it before being bombarded by magic. 

Scoobless continues on the next section by saying that the Red Onslaught got lucky by outside 

interference (something I agree with) and finishes here by saying who is going to save you here. He 

continues by saying as for Starhawks mind being closed to TP. So is Vision’s. Scoobless then includes 

2 scans that shows the Enchantress mind controlling the Vision. He continues by saying that Sorcery 

isn’t telepathy.  

Scoobless continues by saying that you don’t believe Vision is immune to telepathy. Here: 

In the set of scans there is 3 occasions when the Vision is shown to be immune to TP. Scoobless 

finishes by saying that a being that is immune to telepathy is being controlled by Amora. So that 

would imply that it isn’t a form of telepathy that is being used to control the Vision. 

The next section Scoobless says he doesn’t like reposting scans but he says check the scans that in 

which Enchantress got rid of Nightmare while in his own realm. He says that the sword feat was 

while Enchantress was weakened. He says that he knows we are all too lazy and shows us the scan 

again.  

 

Scoobless finishes his 4th post by saying this, 

“And in case anyone forgot, I'm still physically invulnerable with mental shielding that Xavier could 

only dream about and speed so great that everyone around me appears as statues, giving me all the 

time in the world to do whatever I please. 

 

I'm leaving this battlezone without a scratch on me.” 



With him basically finishing by reminding us that he can shut off the minds of a group of people so 

that not even Xavier could breach them. While moving about at speeds so great that everyone else 

appears like paralysed figures to him. Giving him as much time as he wants. 

He finally finishes by saying he is leaving this Battlezone without a scratch on him. 

 

 


